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Preface 

 
This document is not intended to replace the rules and constitution of the national 
Virago Star Owners Club, but to compliment them and assist in making Centre 17 as 
enjoyable and beneficial as possible for its members. It may only be amended by 
resolution of either a centre AGM or a Committee meeting and such amendments must 
be carried by a majority of two thirds of those present and entitled to vote. 
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CENTRE GUIDELINES 
 
MEMBERSHIP 

 

1. Membership shall be as defined in the VSOC Rules and Constitution 

 

FULL MEMBERS – VOTING RIGHTS 

 

2. At centre meetings and the Centre AGM, all full members will be entitled to vote. The Chairman will 

have a casting vote in the case of even voting. Should there be any dispute over eligibility, the 

production of a current membership card will be required and/or, information from the list held by the 

Membership Secretary, whose decision will be final. 

 

3. Decisions taken on issues of national VSOC interest will be advised as soon as possible to the National 

Chairman. 

 

OFFICERS AND COMMITTEE 

 

4. The Centre will elect the following officers at the Centre AGM: 

 

a. Chairman – who shall also be the Centre Representative on the National Committee. 

b. Vice Chairman – Deputy Representative. 

c. Membership Secretary. 

d. Treasurer. 

e. Merchandise/Property Officer. 

f. Webmaster. 

 

5. These officers, together with the Representatives from the County groups; Bristol, Dorset, Gloucester, 

Somerset and Wiltshire shall form the Centre 17 Committee. 

 

6. As with any Committee, there shall be a hierarchal structure. In the unlikely event of the need to deal 

with any unforeseen future eventuality, not covered within these guidelines, Para 4, will be taken as this 

structure. County Reps shall be governed by time in post. 

 

7. Should a decision need to be made (that cannot be dealt with by Para 6), outside the scope of these 

Guidelines, for the good and benefit of the club, the Chairman's decision is final. 

 

8. County Reps will be elected annually at the County meeting immediately prior to the Centre AGM. 

 

9. County reps will liaise with the Membership Secretary to organise this procedure. Only full members 

from the county concerned are eligible to participate on voting for County reps. The ballot will be 

overseen by a member of the Committee from a different County. 

 

10. The Committee may co-opt other members as appropriate from time to time to assist with organising 

events etc. 
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ELECTIONS 

 

11. With the exception of the Chairman and Vice Chairman, the posts of all Committee Members will be 

voted on annually at the AGM. 

 

12. At any time during the year, should any committee member wish to stand down, he/she is asked to give 

3 months’ notice to the Chairman and Vice Chairman to enable a replacement to be found. 

 

13. During the annual summer party in August, all Committee Members should make their feelings known 

to the Chairman and Vice Chairman, concerning their wish to continue in the post after the AGM. 

 

14. Volunteers/nominations will be sought for posts where the Committee Member is standing down, with a 

closing date in September being given. 

 

15. Any full member may stand for office and may volunteer or be nominated for any committee position, 

even if the post holder has not indicated a wish to stand down. Where a vote is taken the current post 

holder’s name will appear first on the ballot paper with all others being listed in alphabetical order. 

 

16. Where more than one nomination has been received, a ballot will be taken. Voting at the AGM will be 

by ballot papers. Forms for Proxy Voting will be made available beforehand via the website and County 

reps for those wishing to participate and are unable to attend the AGM. Proxy voting will take place at 

the Chairman’s discretion. The vote will be overseen by the Chairman, Vice Chairman and Membership 

Secretary. Where the vote concerns the Chairman and Vice Chairman, the Membership Secretary 

and/or next member(s) of the committee will be appointed. 

 

17. Where more than 2 nominations have been received for any one post the method for such ballots will 

be a single transferable vote, where members will be asked to state a first and second choice. After the 

first count, the candidate with the lowest vote shall be declared to have been unsuccessful and his/her 

votes will be allocated according to the second choices stated, until one candidate has at least 51% of 

the votes cast. Where a vote between two candidates results in a draw, the Chairman will have the 

casting vote. In a ballot for the post of Chairman the Vice Chairman shall have the casting vote.  

 

18. When the post of Chairman is contested he/she will vacate the chair which will be taken by the Vice 

Chairman whilst the vote is taken. In the unlikely event both Chairman & Vice Chairman are being 

vacated and, more than one person is being considered for the position and/or positions, requiring a 

vote, to prevent a conflict of interests (i.e. vacating Vice Chairman could have casting vote on bid to be 

Chairman, in event of a draw), see Para 4, 6 & 16. 

 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

 

19. The annual general meeting of the centre will be held during the month of October each year, before 

the National AGM in November. 

 

20. Members will be informed of the venue and date at least 2 weeks prior to the AGM. 

 

21. The business of the AGM in no particular order will be: 

 
a. Centre Rep/Chairman’s report. 

b. Committee members reports. 

c. Scrumpy of the year award. 

d. Election of officers. 

e. Dates for the year ahead. 
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f. Bob Millar Memorial Trophy 

g. Members resolutions. 

h. Any other business/reports. 

 

COMMITTEE MEETINGS 

 

22. The Committee will meet at least twice per year when possible and will hold a meeting within 2 months 

prior to the Centre AGM in order to carry forward business to the Centre AGM. A meeting will be held 

within 2 months after the National AGM to plan the following years activities for the centre. 

 

23. At Committee meetings, voting can reasonably be expected to take place, regardless of Committee 

members present, therefore all Committee members should make every attempt to attend. Where a 

vote by the Committee is required to take place outside of a Committee meeting, all Committee 

members should be notified of the intention to hold a vote, so as not to seek a favourable result. 

 
24. County reps are encouraged to arrange for a deputy to attend any meetings in their absence should 

they be unable to attend in person. 

 

FINANCES 

 

25. The Centre will maintain a Bank/Building Society Account in the name of ‘VSOC South West – Centre 

17’. Authorised signatories for the account will be: 

 

a. Chairman 

b. Vice Chairman 

c. Treasurer 

d. Membership Secretary 

e. Merchandise Officer 

 

26. Any 2 signatories must authorise all withdrawals of less than £200 from the account. Where possible 

they should not be direct beneficiaries of the withdrawal, unless it is for the good and benefit of the 

whole club. If this is not possible, the Chairman will have the final decision, or in the unlikely event 

he/she is unavailable or indisposed, where a decision needs to be made, see Para 4 & 6.  

 

27. Any single withdrawal over £200 must be authorised by the full committee with a 2/3rd majority. This will 

allow any business to be carried forward should a committee member be unavailable or indisposed. 

Where a member was unavailable, they should be notified of the intended transaction at the soonest 

opportunity. The Treasurer will give a verbal financial statement at each committee meeting and 

prepare a full written statement for the Centre AGM. 

 

AWARDS 

 

10/15/20/25 Year Membership Award 

 

28. At the Summer Party/Rally each year those members achieving 10, 15, 20 and 25 years of 

membership of centre 17 shall be awarded a commemorative pin badge. 

 

a. Only those members that have been a member of C17 for 10, 15, 20 or 25 years continuously shall 

be eligible. 

b. The information held within the centre’s membership list shall be used to determine eligibility. 
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Scrumpy of the Year Award 

 

29. The Scrumpy of the Year Award is presented annually to a member, who has gone above and beyond 

that expected of an ordinary member. Through their actions and words, they have shown what it truly 

means to be a ‘Scrumpy’, by demonstrating loyalty, commitment and dedication to the club and, 

upholding the good name of Centre 17 ‘Scrumpies’. They have been an outstanding member for the 

year. 

 

30. The Committee may choose one Scrumpy – a full member – to receive this award. The individuals 

nominated must be fully paid up. 

 

a. At the Committee meeting prior to the AGM (usually held in September) the 5 county reps will be 

asked to nominate up to 2 members, not necessarily from within their own County. 

b. A Committee member may be considered; however, the bar is considerably higher. Not only must 

they have shown the traits given above, but they must also have carried out their role on the 

committee to a high standard and, be considered an upstanding member of the committee, 

showing leadership where desired, guidance where needed and good advice when sought. 

c. The reasons for nomination will be discussed and any support or objections from all members of 

the committee should be raised at this point. 

d. The Chairman and Vice Chairman will consider the nominations in private and will advise 

committee members only, of their decision, which will be kept secret until the AGM. The decision of 

the Chairman and Vice Chairman is final. Where a committee member has been nominated, they 

cannot be involved in the conversations or decisions taken and, ideally must be asked to leave the 

room. Para 4 & 6 may apply. 

e. In special circumstances only, two awards may be given. 

f. The relevant County Rep should ensure the member concerned attends the AGM, without 

revealing the reason. 

 

31. At the AGM, the member/s concerned will be awarded a Gold Scrumpies patch. The award can be 

given more than once to the same person.  

 

Bob Millar Memorial Trophy 

 

32. This trophy will be awarded annually at the AGM to the member who has done most to promote the 

club via contributions to the Scrumpy website, Clatter or Social media. 

 

a. The county reps should encourage their members throughout the year to submit articles to the 

website or Clatter. The Webmaster will assist anyone without the necessary skills or equipment. 

b. County reps should also encourage members to feedback any views on website/clatter content. 

c. At the committee meeting prior to AGM county reps to put forward 1 nominee each for the award, 

based on views expressed by their members. Nominees can be from any county, not necessarily 

their own and can include committee members. 

d. The 6 Scrumpy officers (Chair, Vice, Sec, Treasurer, Merchandise & Web) to choose the winner 

from nominations. Any officer nominated shall withdraw from the discussion and decision. In the 

case of a tie, the Chairman’s decision shall be final. 

Scrumpyman’s ‘Thumbs-Up’ Merit Award 

33. In the past, unless members were being considered for the previous two awards, individual acts or 

good deeds have largely gone without any form of recognition within the Scrumpies. Furthermore, only 

members can be considered for the previous two awards. Within the Scrumpies, we have non-

members, that is; partners/family members & guests, that do much for the Scrumpies, but they have 

not been recognised either. This award has been instigated to address that issue. It is awarded for an 
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individual act(s) or good deed(s) that has gained Scrumpyman’s seal of approval, irrespective of 

whether a full member or not. 

a. The award is open to ALL, (literally anyone may be considered). 

b. It is awarded annually at the AGM and there is no limit to the number of recipients. 

c. The whole Committee may nominate individuals over the course of the year. The Chairman & Vice-

Chairman (acting as Scrumpyman’s representatives) will consider individuals, then their decision is 

final. Where a committee member has been nominated, they cannot be involved in their 

conversation or decision taken. 

34. The award can be given more than once to the same person. 

 

MEMBERSHIP DEFINITIONS 

 

Full Membership 

 

35. The Virago Star Owners Club is an ‘owners club’ that is independent of any personal or corporate 

financial interests. To qualify as a full member, candidates must own a Yamaha XV custom motorcycle 

at time of joining and, extending into the second year of membership. Application must be made on a 

recognised membership application form and sent either to the national office or preferably to the centre 

secretary. 

 

36. Full members pay an annual membership fee (currently £17.50) and an initial joining fee (currently £10). 

Membership runs annually and is renewable in March. 

 

37. Members joining after 1st October will no longer pay a 6-month fee, being granted the full following years 

membership on payment of the above fees. 

 

38. The initial joining fee will be wavered, and members will be able to join on the day for a fee of £20.00, at 

official VSOC sanctioned events (shows). 

 

39. Late fees still apply. (See Constitution) 

 

40. Full members have the right to: 

 

a. Vote at Centre meetings. 

b. Serve on the Centre and National Committees. 

c. Receive the quarterly club magazine ‘Clatter’. 

d. Attend VSOC national and international rallies. 

e. Purchase VSOC regalia and merchandise. 

 

Associate Membership 

 

41. At present, Virago Star Owners Club Centre 17 – South West ‘Scrumpies’, does not allow Associate 

Membership, as we feel it offers no tangible benefits over and above any fees paid. 

 

Virago Star Owners Club Rules & Constitution 

 

42. A copy of the Rules & Constitution can be found at https://vsoc.org.uk It is a dynamic document and 

changes as the rules & constitution get updated annually. It would not be cost effective to include it in a 

hard copy print. It is freely available online for all members to read. 

 

https://vsoc.org.uk/
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Annex: A 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS RESPONSIBILITY   

 

THE CHAIRMAN (CENTRE REP) 

 

1. The Chair (REP) must be a full member of the VSOC UK. 

2. He or She will be the main contact point for all new and existing members of the VSOC, where 

by the Rep will offer guidance and information on a local and national basis. 

3. The Rep will welcome all new members to the fold and often act as a 1st point of contact within 

the Centre. 

4. To cascade any information deemed useful to all members from either the National Committee 

or other Centres 

5. To promote the VSOC both locally and nationally, and to encourage members to participate in 

official VSOC events. 

6. To encourage all members to contribute to the web site and the club magazine clatter, with 

material deemed of interest to other club members. 

7. To lead a centre “Rally Committee” when hosting such events as a national Rally. 

8. To liaise with other Centres when required, for any assistance, advise, support, invitations, 

help at club stands, run-outs, meetings and anything which a “sister” centre may be able to 

assist with. 

9. To offer useful contact details of dealerships, parts, spares, accessories etc. which may assist 

members in getting what they require for their bike. 

10. To attend as many VSOC rallies as possible and to attend the rally meeting at such events on 

behalf of the Centre. 

11. To act within, and support the “Rules & Constitution” of the national VSOC. 

12. To schedule, and hold a Centre AGM annually and to lead a Centre Committee if appropriate. 

13. To attend the National AGM held annually in or around November each year, or seek a 

suitable nominated stand-in to attend and represent the views of the Centre. 

14. As the Chairman is expected to represent the centre at rallies his/her tickets will be paid for by 

the centre. In the event of the centre rep being unable to attend a rally, he shall nominate 

another committee member to represent the centre and his/her ticket will be paid for.   
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Annex: B 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS RESPONSIBILITY   

 

VICE-CHAIRMAM (DEPUTY REP) 

 

1. The Vice-Chair (Vice) must be a full member of the VSOC UK. 

2. He or She will be the main contact point and stand in when the Rep is absent. As per Annex: 

A. 

3. To maintain dates and information (including the club guidelines) deemed useful to all 

members within the Centre. 

4. To maintain a centre email list from the information passed to him by the secretary/committee. 

5. To promote the VSOC both locally and nationally, and to encourage members to participate in 

official VSOC events. 

6. To encourage all members to contribute to the web site and the club magazine clatter, with 

material deemed of interest to other club members. 

7. To attend as many VSOC rallies as possible. 

8. To act within, and support the “Rules & Constitution” of the national VSOC. 

9. To stand in for the Rep if required at the Centre AGM, Centre meetings and Committee 

meetings. 

10. To co-ordinate the committee nominations list, within 4 weeks of the AGM. 

11. To attend the National AGM held annually in or around November each year. To support the 

Centre Rep, where possible. 
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Annex: C 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS RESPONSIBILITY   

 

MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY. 

 

1. The Secretary must be a full member of the VSOC UK. 

2. He or She will be responsible for the upkeep of the Membership list. 

3. To maintain any Centre correspondent and keep the Centre Committee up to date with any 

correspondent movements within the centre and national VSOC. 

4. To set up and run the Annual renewal of membership. With co-op with the Centre Treasurer. 

5. To promote the VSOC both locally and nationally, and to encourage members to participate in 

official VSOC events. 

6. To inform the deputy rep of new contact details so that he can update the central email list. 

7. To hold all the badges of office and inform the merchandise officer when stocks need 

replenishing. 

8. To encourage all members to contribute to the web site and the club magazine clatter, with 

material deemed of interest to other club members. 

9. To attend as many VSOC rallies as possible. 

10. To act within, and support the “Rules & Constitution” of the national VSOC. 

11. To assist the Rep if required at the Centre AGM, Centre meetings and Committee meetings.  

12. To support the centre Membership where possible. 
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Annex: D 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS RESPONSIBILITY   

 

TREASURER. 

 

1. The Treasurer must be a full member of the VSOC UK. 

2. He or She will be responsible for the upkeep of the Centre Accounts. 

3. To maintain the Centre accounts and keep the Centre Committee up to date with the financial 

movements within the account. 

4. To not make a payment of over £200 without the consent of the committee. 

5. To promote the VSOC both locally and nationally, and to encourage members to participate in 

official VSOC events. 

6. To encourage all members to contribute to the web site and the club magazine clatter, with 

material deemed of interest to other club members. 

7. To attend as many VSOC rallies as possible. 

8. To act within, and support the “Rules & Constitution” of the national VSOC. 

9. To assist the Rep if required at the Centre AGM, Centre meetings and Committee meetings. 

10. To have a balance of accounts for the Rep to take with them to the National AGM held 

annually in or around November each year.  

11. To support the centre Membership where possible. 
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Annex: E 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS RESPONSIBILITY   

 

MERCHANDISE/PROPERTY. 

 

1. The Merchandise/ Property member must be a full member of the VSOC UK. 

2. He or She will be responsible for the upkeep of the Centre Accounts for Merchandise. And to 

liaison with the Treasurer on this matter. 

3. To maintain a Property list of the Centres property and know where items are and keep the 

committee informed when required. 

4. To maintain the Centre Merchandise accounts and keep the Centre Committee up to date with 

the movements within the account. 

5. To promote the VSOC both locally and nationally, and to encourage members to participate in 

official VSOC events. 

6. To encourage all members to contribute to the web site and the club magazine clatter, with 

material deemed of interest to other club members. 

7. To attend as many VSOC rallies as possible. 

8. To act within, and support the “Rules & Constitution” of the national VSOC. 

9. To assist the Rep if required at the Centre AGM, Centre meetings and Committee meetings.  

10. To support the centre Membership where possible. 
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Annex: F 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS RESPONSIBILITY   

 

WEBMASTER 

 

1. The Webmaster must be a full member of the VSOC UK. 

2. He or She will be responsible for the upkeep of the Centre information on the web site. And to 

liaison with the rest of the Committee/ and Membership on this matter. 

3. To Liaison with the Treasurer for any finance support required to support their roll. 

4. To promote the VSOC both locally and nationally, and to encourage members to participate in 

official VSOC events. 

5. To encourage all members to contribute to the web site and the club magazine clatter, with 

material deemed of interest to other club members. 

6. To attend as many VSOC rallies as possible. 

7. To act within, and support the “Rules & Constitution” of the national VSOC. 

8. To assist the Rep if required at the Centre AGM, Centre meetings and Committee meetings.  

9. To support the centre Membership where possible. 
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Annex: G 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS RESPONSIBILITY   

 

COUNTY REPS 

 

1. The County Reps member must be a full member of the VSOC UK. 

2. He or She will be responsible for the upkeep of the County information on the web site. And to 

liaison with Webmaster on this aspect. And the Membership of their group on matters on the 

web. 

3. To keep the Centre Committee up to date with the movements within the Group/county. 

4. To Liaison with the Treasurer for any finance support required to support their roll. 

5. To promote the VSOC both locally and nationally, and to encourage members to participate in 

official VSOC events. 

6. To encourage all members to contribute to the web site and the club magazine clatter, with 

material deemed of interest to other club members. 

7. To attend as many VSOC rallies as possible. 

8. To act within, and support the “Rules & Constitution” of the national VSOC. 

9. To assist the Rep if required at the Centre AGM, Centre meetings and Committee meetings.  

10. To support the centre Membership where possible. 
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SCRUMPIES                                                                           Annex: H 
“GROUP RIDE GUIDELINES”       

 
Basic guidelines for riding together and not intended to restrict your freedom. They may require 
flexibility. You have ultimate responsibility so ride to your ability and that of your machine.  
 

1. ALL GROUP RIDER'S 
1.1. Ride with "Safety First" attitude and observe guidelines and objectives to assure safety and welfare of everyone in group and 

all other road users. 
1.2. Follow the road captain and his instructions in all situations, unless it places you or anybody else in an unsafe situation. Stay 

with the group even if you know or think they are going the wrong way. Leaving the group causes unnecessary confusion. 
1.3. Maintain your motorcycle and equipment in a safe riding condition with suitable MOT, insurance, tax and breakdown cover. 
1.4. Headlights on unless instructed otherwise by the road captain. 

2. MEETING PLACE AND DEPARTURE TIME 
2.1. Meeting places and departure times should be posted to members by e-mail prior to scheduled event.  
2.2. A briefing prior to departure covers scheduled stops, the route and group riding formations. 
2.3. Arrive at the scheduled meeting point on time and fuelled up for the scheduled departure (stands up) time. 

3. RIDING FORMATION AND INDIVIDUAL POSITIONS  
3.1. Standard formation, is staggered, two rows, in one traffic lane.  
3.2. One second gap between staggered riders to provide an adequate two second gap between 

you and the rider directly in front and keeps the overall length of the group as short as safely 
possible (depending on speed and road width).  

3.3. Maintain your position on the road as much as possible. If you only feel comfortable riding the 
inside or outside line, notify the road captain and join accordingly.  

3.4. Remain in nearside or outside position, do not change every time a void opens ahead. 
3.5. If group riding is new to you or you would rather ride a slower pace ensure you inform the road 

captain before departure. He will direct to stay near the front where pace is more stable.  
3.6. Note riders in front and behind you. If you lose sight of the rider behind then slow to allow the 

rest of the pack to catch up. Riders in front should slow with you. 
3.7. Frequently check rear view mirrors in case a road marshal is returning to the front. Adjust your 

position and speed (using indicators) to facilitate progress past you. 
4. MARSHALLED GROUP RIDING 

4.1. Only larger groups are marshalled and experienced riders will be appointed to marshal by the 
road captain. 

4.2. “Third man drop” is when road captain directs third rider to mark a junction. That rider marks the 
junction until the tail gunner passes him, re-joins the group again just ahead of the tail-gunner 
and remains in position until he becomes third man again. 

4.3. ROUTE MASTER (Yellow Hi-Vis)  
4.3.1. Knows the route and leads the group at a suitable and steady pace. 

4.4. ROAD CAPTAIN (Orange Hi-Vis)  
4.4.1. Responsible for briefing group and road marshals. 
4.4.2. Rides behind the Route Master just to the right of lane centre. 
4.4.3. Knows the route with good marshalling experience  
4.4.4. Controls the pace of group to the ability of the least experienced rider, surrounding 

conditions, legal speed limits etc. (Pace should be as steady as possible in the front to 
minimize concertina effect at the rear. Speed should be below legal limit to allow riders at 
the back suffering the concertina effect or traffic the opportunity to catch up without 
breaking the speed limit) 

4.4.5. Directs Marshals where to mark junctions/deviations. If no marker/marshal at junction then it is taken that the route 
continues straight on. 

4.4.6. Sometimes the road captain doubles as route master. 3rd man drop then becomes 2nd man drop.  
4.5. ROAD MARSHALS (Yellow HI-Vis) 

4.5.1. Several riders at head of group, directly behind Road Captain. (and well briefed on route) 
4.5.2. Adequate numbers of pre-selected road marshals are given Yellow Hi-Vis vests for the rides in large groups. Each 

Scrumpies county has at least 5 vests. 
4.5.3. They will mark junctions until the tail gunner has passed and then safely work their way forward and join pack behind 

the rear marshal at the front of the group. If they are no longer required then they re-join in front of the Tail Gunner.  
4.5.4. On smaller ride-outs there are no designated Road Marshals. Junctions or deviations may be marked by the “3rd man 

drop.” The Road Captain will instruct the rider directly behind how and where to mark by pointing. The 3rd man re-joins 
just in front of Tail Gunner.  

4.6. TAIL GUNNER (Orange HI-Vis)  
4.6.1. Rides at the rear of the formation in the centre of the lane 
4.6.2. Should know the route to be taken. (as might need to lead the group if it breaks up)  
4.6.3. Trikes are normally favourites for tail gunners and if more than one also route master. 

5. UNSCHEDULED OR EMERGENCY STOPS  
5.1. Unscheduled stops for fuel, bladder emptying, or rider fatigue can lead to confusion and even accidents. Inform any marshal 

or tail gunner as quickly and as safely as possible if you need to stop. The Road Captain will be informed and they will stop 
the group at the earliest possible safe moment. 

6. ROAD CAPTAIN - BRIEFING CHECKLIST 

Welcome all riders, especially new ones  Introduce Route Master and Tail Gunner  

Determine fuel stop requirements  Designate Road Marshals  

Review riding standards. Staggered position and safe distance.  Define destination and outline route  

Determine riding group by size, skill level, & cruising speed  Entrance and exit (?)  

Outline itinerary for the day  Single file procedures (?)  

Advise of return plans  Remind everyone to have fun, enjoy the ride & do it safely.  

http://www.scrumpies.com/rideoutguide.pdf#page=1
http://www.scrumpies.com/rideoutguide.pdf#page=1
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 Internationally recognised signals worth knowing  

 
Start up 

Rotate finger 
Your turn signal is on 

open and close hand 
Single File 
One finger 

Double File (Staggered)  
Two fingers 

 
Comfort Stop  

Shaking fist 
Refreshment Stop  

Thumb to mouth 
Pull over (to left)  

One finger, straight arm 
Pull over (to right)  

One finger, point over head 
Normally in countries where 

driving on right hand side of the 
road 

 
Police (or Camera)  

Also used by some to request high 
beam to be turned on or off 

I need fuel 
Point at fuel tank 

Slow Down 
Wave arm up and down with flat 

hand 

You lead 
Point forward repeatedly 

 
Pothole (left) 

Point at pothole or danger 

Pothole (right) 
use leg to point at danger 

Also used as greeting motorcycles 
on your right when passing 

I’m OK (or continue) 
Thumbs up. When pulling over but 
happy for pack to continue as you 

will catch up 

I have a problem (help) 
Thumb down. Something is wrong. 

I am stopping and need help 
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Agreed by 
 

Committee 
 
 

Chairman - Centre Rep 

Vice Chairman – Deputy Rep 

Membership Secretary 

Treasurer 

Merchandising/Property Officer  

Webmaster 

Bristol Rep 

Dorset Rep 

Gloucestershire Rep 

Somerset Rep 

Wiltshire Rep 

 
 

On 
 

Saturday 26th September 2019 
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Amended (Updated) by the 

 
Vice-Chairman (Deputy Rep) Centre 17 

 
On behalf of the Committee 

 
for 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Ride Safe! 


